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Taking QASHQAI
to the next level
With the launch of the first generation Nissan 
QASHQAI in 2006, Nissan pioneered the now 
incredibly popular SUV segment globally. Nissan 
New Zealand introduced the first generation 
QASHQAI in 2007 and the vehicle quickly 
became a best-seller in the Nissan range.

Now, meet the all-new Nissan QASHQAI.  
Bolder and even better equipped, the QASHQAI 
is also safer thanks to new safety technologies 
and driving aids aimed at supporting you on  
the road.

Images and descriptions shown are for guidance purposes. In some instances 
photos are of non-local specification vehicles and do not represent a specific 
model, grade or offer. The features shown may not be available or may not be 
available as standard or only as option. Overseas pre-production QASHQAI Ti-L 
with optional two-tone roof shown throughout.
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*Not available on ST.
~Available only on Ti & Ti-L.
^Available at an additional cost.

QASHQAI brings a new vision to crossover design with muscular proportions, 
a vibrant palette including a variety of two-tone colour options*, brilliant LED  
lighting, low-profile aluminium roof rails~ and imposing 19" alloy wheels~. 

A New Form of Expression
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LED 
Headlamps

LED Rear 
lamps

Stamped 
QASHQAI 
branding

Two-tone 
roof*^

19" Alloy 
Wheels~



Refined design and seductive functionality
Everything about the interior of the Nissan QASHQAI feels advanced and 
premium. From its steering wheel to its centre console, everything has been 
ergonomically designed for total driving comfort. Enhanced screen visibility and 
seamless tech integration helps you stay alert and focused on any drive. 

Appreciate the clarity of the 10.8" Head-up display*, 12.3" TFT Advanced  
Drive-Assist® Display instrument cluster* and 12.3" infotainment display .̂ 
The three large screens work together in perfect harmony for a safer,  
clearer, more optimised driving experience.

Fast (15W) wireless charger # 10-speaker BOSE® audio system*

12.3" TFT Advanced Drive-Assist® Display instrument cluster*

*Available on Ti-L only. 
^Available on ST-L and above. 

#Available on Ti and Ti-L only. 



Your personal space has never felt 
more personal
Relax in ergonomically designed seats and feel the comfort  
on even the longest journeys with optimised lumbar support. 
Been a long day? With premium-quilted leather-accented seats 
in the Ti-L**, activate QASHQAI's massage seats*, for both driver  
and passenger, and feel the stress disappear. With the addition  
of quality finishes throughout and enhanced safety, thanks to  
a new central airbag, there's even more refinement and peace-
of-mind for all the family.

*Massage Seats are only available on Ti-L grade.
**Leather accented features and upholstery may contain synthetic material.

CENTRAL AIRBAG

Room for everyone. And more
Nissan QASHQAI combines a spacious interior and generous boot space  
with a compact, city-friendly exterior for easy manoeuvrability. Passengers sit 
in comfort with room amongst the best in its segment, thanks to a bigger 
cabin, easy access and easier child seat fitment with an 85° rear door 
opening, plus thoughtful small touches like two USB charging ports and rear 
air vents for rear passengers.

Ti-L interior shown.

Ti-L interior shown.



Handsfree power tailgate*

UP TO 429L BOOT SPACE UP TO 1,524L WITH FOLDED SEATS

Unexpected cargo capacity
Up to 1,524L of space means the QASHQAI is ready to carry 
everything you need. Two luggage boards* offer 16 boot 
configurations for maximum flexibility, whatever your cargo. 
Smart features like the Nissan handsfree power tailgate*  
and wide opening rear doors take the hassle out of packing 
and unpacking, so you can make the most of your precious 
days out.

*Available on Ti-L only.

ST / ST-L / Ti 429L

Ti-L 418L

ST / ST-L / Ti 1,524L

Ti-L 1,513L



Driver’s aid(s) only, not a substitute for safe driving. Always monitor your surroundings. 
*Available on Ti and Ti-L only.

INTELLIGENT CRUISE CONTROL helps you to keep your 
distance. It measures the distance from the vehicle 
ahead, controlling acceleration and deceleration to 
help to maintain a suitable following distance within 
your set speed.

INTELLIGENT FORWARD COLLISION WARNING keeps an 
eye up to two vehicles in front of you. When the system 
detects a sudden deceleration ahead, it gives you an 
audible and visual warning to slow down.

INTELLIGENT REAR AUTOMATIC BRAKING helps you 
back up with confidence. If an object is detected 
behind your vehicle, the system can automatically 
engage the brakes to help avoid a collision.

EMERGENCY LANE KEEPING A full suite of technologies 
to help you avoid unintentional lane departure.  
Keeps you centered in the lane using either a steering 
wheel action* or braking in an emergency situation.

INTELLIGENT FORWARD BRAKE & JUNCTION ASSIST 
Monitors the surrounding area in front of the car for 
vehicles and pedestrians, helping avoid or reduce 
damage caused by collisions with Junction Assist 
assisting further by monitoring what is around corners.

Every QASHQAI is equipped with advanced safety  
technologies designed to watch the road, help to keep 
you safe and give you maximum peace of mind.

Safety at its heart



The QASHQAI is ahead of its segment in offering Adaptive Driving
Beam* Technology. It splits the high beam into 12 individual segments, 
automatically turning off segments which could dazzle oncoming 
drivers. Maximum visibility for you and for those around you.

Shine a light on safety

*Available on Ti and Ti-L grades only.



*Available on ST-L grade and above.

Front camera gives combined 
front and overhead view for 

perfect parking.

All-around view gives a 
virtual 360° birds’ eye 

view as you manoeuvre.

Side camera flick the 
switch to see the kerb.

Rear camera see what’s 
right behind you.

Tight spot? No problem
If you hate parking, you’ll love Nissan QASHQAI. The new digital 
high resolution Around View Monitor* gives you a 360° view  
of your car, with selectable focus on the front, rear and 
kerbside view to help you park with confidence and control. 
Nissan QASHQAI Ti-L grade is also equipped with Intelligent 
Park Assist, offering automatic parking space detection and 
fully automatic control of the steering, with the driver taking 
care of the braking and accelerator when parking. Now 
parking really is child’s play.

ProPILOT
The QASHQAI includes ProPILOT~, ensuring comfortable, relaxed driving on major roads. ProPILOT is convenient 
and easy to use. Simply enable the system with the touch of a button on the steering wheel. It is a hands-on 
driver assist system that combines Nissan’s Intelligent Cruise Control and Steering Assist technologies and 
includes a stop and hold function that can bring the vehicle to a full stop. If you’re stopped,  
it will hold you in place and bring you back up to speed when traffic starts moving again. This technology 
supports a smoother drive, helping you keep safe in your lane, whilst assisting in maintaining an ideal and safe 
distance from the vehicle in front, whatever the gradient.

~Available on Ti and Ti-L only.

ProPILOT is an Advanced Driver Assist technology but cannot prevent collisions. ProPILOT is intended for “Eyes on/Hands On” for highways only (road separated by Barriers).  

It is the driver’s responsibility to stay alert, drive safely and remain in control of the vehicle at all times.



• 18" alloy wheels
• 12.3" touchscreen display with wireless Apple CarPlay®^
• Satellite navigation
• Intelligent Around View Monitor with Moving Object Detection
• Automatic rain-sensing front wipers
• LED front fog lights
• Optional two-tone roof (available at extra cost)

Specification: ST-L includes ST features plus/or:

ST ST-L

‡Leather accented features and upholstery may contain synthetic material.
^CarPlay is a registered trademark of Apple Inc. Android Auto is a trademark of Google LMC. Compatible device and USB connection required.

TBC

• 17" alloy wheels
• Multi-link rear suspension
• 8" touchscreen display with Apple CarPlay® 

and Android Auto™^

• 7" TFT Advanced Drive-Assist® Display 
instrument cluster

• Cloth seat trim
• Black leather-accented‡ dashboard,

door trim and front armrest
• Intelligent Key® with push button start
• Drive Mode Selector (Eco/Normal/Sport)
• Electronic park brake with auto hold function
• Paddle shifters
• Auto-fold heated door mirrors
• Automatic LED headlights with High Beam Assist
• LED Daytime Running Lights
• Rear view camera with predictive path
• Rear parking sensors
• Intelligent Driver Alert

• Intelligent Rear Automatic Braking (IRAB) with
pedestrian detection

• Intelligent Blind Spot Intervention (IBSI)
• Blind Spot Warning (BSW)
• Rear Cross Traffic Alert (RCTA)
• Traffic Sign Recognition (TSR)
• Intelligent Emergency Braking (IEB) with pedestrian,

cyclist detection and junction assist
• Intelligent Forward Collision Warning (IFCW)
• Intelligent Lane Intervention (ILI)
• Lane Departure Warning (LDW)
• Intelligent Cruise Control
• Rear air vents
• Rear spoiler
• Two rear ISOFIX childseat anchorage points

with “Top tether”
• Rear seat alert



• Advanced 10.8" Head-Up Display
• 12.3" TFT Advanced Drive-Assist® Display instrument cluster
• 10-speaker Bose® audio system with Bose® Acoustimass™ Bass Box
• Intelligent Park Assist with Parking System Monitor
• Panoramic glass roof with electric sunshade
• Premium 3D quilted leather-accented‡ seat trim
• 8-way power adjustable driver and passenger seat
• Massage driver and passenger seats
• Memory function for driver seat
• Black headlining
• Premium graphite rear bumper finisher
• Handsfree power tailgate
• Divide-N-Hide® configurable cargo system
• Advanced Intelligent Key with driver memory storage
• Ambient door lighting

Ti includes ST-L features plus/or: Ti-L includes Ti features plus/or:

Ti Ti-L

• 19" alloy wheels
• Automatic LED headlights with Adaptive

Driving Beam
• Wireless phone charger
• Dual-zone climate control
• Heated leather-accented‡ steering wheel
• Heated front seats
• Part cloth/part-leather accented‡ seat trim
• 8-way power adjustable driver seat

• Manual lumbar support for passenger seat
• Rear seat armrest with two cup-holders
• Privacy glass (second row & rear windows)
• LED signature rear lights
• Auto-dimming rear view mirror
• Front parking sensors
• ProPILOT^ (Lane Keep Assist)
• Roof rails

‡Leather accented features and upholstery may contain synthetic material.
^ ProPILOT is an Advanced Driver Assist technology but cannot prevent collisions. ProPILOT is intended for “Eyes on/Hands On” for highways only (road separated by Barriers). It is the 
driver’s responsibility to stay alert, drive safely and remain in control of the vehicle at all times. ‡Leather accented features and upholstery may contain synthetic material.



*Leather-accented features and upholstery may contain synthetic material.
**Not available on ST. Available at extra cost.
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A:  Overall length: 4,425M

B:  Wheelbase: 2,665M

C:  Overall width: 1,835M

D: Overall height: 1,625M

DIMENSIONS

WHEELS TRIMS

Ti and Ti-L 
19" Alloy

ST-L 
18" Alloy

ST 
17" Alloy

ST and ST-L 
Cloth

Ti Blue & Black – 
Cloth and leather-

accented* Monoform 
Seats

Ti-L Blue & Black – 
Premium quilted 

leather-accented* 
Monoform Seats

COLOUR PALETTE

8 BODY COLOURS

Gun Metallic

Pearl BlackCeramic Grey

Platinum Burgundy Fuji Sunset Red

Magnetic BlueIvory Pearl

Two-tone Ceramic Grey  
with Pearl Black Roof

Two-tone Ivory Pearl with 
Pearl Black Roof

Two-tone Magnetic Blue 
with Pearl Black Roof

5 TWO-TONE COLOURS^

Two-tone Fuji Sunset Red 
with Pearl Black Roof

Two-tone Pearl Black with 
Gun Metallic Roof

IMPORTANT: The specifications shown throughout are based on overseas models. Some specifications shown may differ from the 
final New Zealand models. Please check with your Nissan dealer for final specifications.

^ Indicates Two-tone paint, which is available at extra cost. 
‡ Leather accented features and upholstery may contain synthetic material.

Ti-L model shown with optional two tone roof.



Nissan Intelligent Mobility guides everything we do. At Nissan, we use new technologies to transform 
cars from mere transportation. Together the journey is more confident, connected, and exciting. 
Whether it is cars that share the task of driving or highways that charge your EV as you go along,  
it’s all in the very near future. And it’s a future already taking shape in the Nissan you drive today.

nissan.co.nz

NissanNZ nissan_nz @NissanNZ @NZNissan




